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WHATEVER! along with the complex dynamics of being an "older worker" in a youth obsessed society.
She discusses her own battles with fat gain, divorce and dating once again as a single parent; A Baby
Boomer's Trip Into Middle Age can be an inspirational and humorous look at growing older through the
eye of self-proclaimed diva Beverly Mahone.
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Entertaining I thoroughly enjoyed reading this publication - twice. Ms. Mahone uses wit and humor to
handle the issues that many of us boomers face. I didn't always "learn" anything from it, but it is always
good to read about shared experiences, particularly when you can nod your mind and get yourself a good
chuckle out of it. I am suggesting thisbook within my next book club conference. Timely Dialogue for just
about any Sister Circle! It merely means we're finding the right path, and embracing it.Such is the case
with Beverly Mahone, journalist, author, media coach and motivational loudspeaker. Woods for
GoodGirlBookClubOnline ESSENTIAL Read~~Highly Recommended Whatever-Is for you personally, me
and you too. . . however she had a unique voice and wasn't going to proceed there without making sure
she allow everyone know it's a natural process.Beverly has managed to get her life's purpose to speak
away about any and all issues affecting middle-aged woman, aka female Baby Boomers. Whatever your
midlife complaint Beverly Mahone has written an inspirational baby boomer book that all women will get
encouragement. A Baby Boomer's Trip Into Middle Age. She actually is a naturally enjoyable lady, and
use of humor throughout engages the reader in a way that brings her along from web page to page to
page--learning and experiencing every minute of it.With personal stories woven into fact and advice,
Beverly provides firsthand advisory look down a road most of us women will take, took, or are at this
time in the process of taking. And Whatever! . .! category in which you end up, you will find this book to
become a good companion on that road. A Baby Boomer's Journy Into Middle Age group was an
excellent book. WHATEVER! You do, don't miss this reserve!!! Enjoy! A must read for those of us "of a
particular age! Whatever!No matter what age you are--Mahone reminds us in WHATEVER! Her writing
design maintains you turning the pages.Reviewed simply by J. Beverly found herself getting into middle-
age in the same way as all females of a particular age ...Whatever-Is normally funny, educational and
inspirationalWith each chapter I experienced to pulse and give thanks because I possibly could so relate to
Beverly's journey!It had been Beverly's story but with each change of the page I saw myself and knew We
wasn't by itself in the changes that mother nature blesses us females with also to my surprise We received
confirmation that 'Males' also feel the change of life too and it has a name 'Andropause'Like many have
stated before this publication is a full page turner and I can't wait to recommend it within my next book
club meeting! Known as THE INFANT Boomer Diva, Beverly handles sometimes-delicate, sometimes
embarrassing, and always essential issues affecting maturing ladies in her publication, Whatever! Once I
startedreading it I couldn't place it down. Whatever! A Reserve That Meets You Best WHAT YOUR
LOCATION IS At! You'll relate to "Whatever!" Beverly Mahone speaks about her life mainly because an
emerging baby boomer - reading the book is almost like being in the same room with her! She jokes
about warm flashes, concerns about her girl, and shares her story of new-found love. An excellent read,
the book also offers readers ideas that helped Beverly get through some of the transitions in her
life..Beverly Mahone is gifted at making you chuckle at yourself while at exactly the same time reminding
you to think about your uniqueness and beauty mainly because you progress towards your God-given
destiny. A Baby Boomer's Journey Into Middle Age This book by veteran journalist Beverly Mahone tells
it like it 'tis! It is thought provoking, encouraging, humorous and helpful.and beyond." AND, for the men
who love us too! ;-)A satisfying, educational and enjoyable book. Excellent Book This was a great book.
You understand it had to be great forme to stay up until 12:40am to complete it. This bookwas both
beneficial and funny. Whatever your midlife compliant, be assured Mahone provides survived it and has
journaled about it in another of her stories. This was an excellent book. You are a classic talented writer.
Booming OVER TIME With Grace & An excellent read for all seniors! WHATEVER! WHATEVER! I
thorougly enjoyed this reserve.! Wonderfully Uplifting! Beverly Mahone puts it best out there in a way we
of her era can really relate. Her experiences audio so very much like mine I sensed I was reading
approximately myself, but she produced me laugh where I might have wanted to cry while going through
the trials.! that with faith, laughter and hope, we'll make it through and have the best second act



imaginable. This publication is perfect reading for Baby Boomers who need to see the positive aspect of
what looks like a no-win scenario. You can win. Beverly shows us how - simply say: WHATEVER! should
be put into the bookshelf of each boomer female who seeks motivation for the uncontrollable symptoms
of middle age.!!! A Baby Boomer's Journey Into Middle Age is a wonderful and witty portrait of a
woman's journey through middle age group. I truly liked reading it and could relate to the writer's
experiences myself as a 45 year old woman. It's funny, inspirational and reflective of a woman whose life
has noticed many ups and downs, but has gracefully weathered thru all of them. The Author was very
transparent which allowed one to easily relate with the topics of dialogue. A GREAT READ!! Her love of
life is refreshing and lively and is certainly on time.! Wit Sometimes we come into our life's purpose
seemingly unintentionally yet truth be told, there really is no such thing.!!! In addition, it is a motivational
publication, showing how to stick to your dreams! WHATEVER! Maintain roaring Beverly, loud for all to
listen to! is timely for those of us in the New Baby Buddy golf club! I felt as if I was having a discussion
over tea with a girlfriend about life's adventures!Filled with a lot of laughs, heart sensed guidance and
spiritual insights to greatly help all of us cope with the new issues that await us through the middle
years.!!!! Beverly's style is usually sooo refreshing and I look forward to more of her perspective on the
many evolutions of "I Am Woman".!!! Your friend in Delaware! I possibly could certainly relate to
working for people young than me through the years. .
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